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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Discover how to build your own Intelligent Internet
of Things projects and bring a new degree of interconnectivity to your world. About This Book *
Build intelligent and unusual IoT projects in just 7 days, * Create home automation, smart home,
and robotic projects and allow your devices to do smart work * Build IoT skills through enticing
projects and leverage revolutionary computing hardware through the RPi and Arduino. Who This
Book Is For If you re a developer, IoT enthusiast, or just someone curious about Internet of Things,
then this book is for you. A basic understanding of electronic hardware, networking, and basic
programming skills would do wonders. What You Will Learn * Learn how to get started with
intelligent IoT projects * Explore various pattern recognition and machine learning algorithms to
make IoT projects smarter. * Make decisions on which devices to use based on the kind of project to
build. * Create a simple machine learning application and implement decision system concepts *
Build a smart parking system using Arduino and Raspberry Pi * Learn how to...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS

This kind of book is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Justus Hettinger-- Justus Hettinger
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